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Complaints delay official election results
By Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
Student government election results
were determined Wednesday, but Gun-
nar Christensen and Ed Glover remain
the unofficial winners because last-
minute election complaints were filed.
At 3:25 p.m. Thursday, five minutes
before the deadline for filing election
complaints, Stavros Mendros, Eric Ew-
ing, and Chad Crabtree jointly submit-
ted two handwritten complaints to the
 
student government office.
_ Four other people filed five separate
complaints before the deadline. Two of
the complaints involved Christensenand
. Clover, one involved the tickets of Crab-
tree/Magadieu and Christensen/Glover,
one was against T.J. Ackermann, vice
president of student governinent, and
one against Alicia Fencer, chair of the
Fair Elections Practices Commission.
The three candidates' (also represen-
ting their running mates) complaints in-
volved "concern" with Christensen and
Glover's campaign expendittKes. The
other expressed disfavor for the FEPC.
The remaining pair of candidates,
Devin Anderson and Kurt Meletzke, did
not participate in the complaint.
In one of their complaints, the three
pairs of candidates allege that
C.4tristensen and Glover exceeded their
campaign expenditures. FEPC
guidelines state that no pair of can-
didates can spend more than $400 on
their campaign.
The candidates claim Christensen and
Glover may have exceeded the $400 limit
when they placed a full-page ad in The
Polly Maine Campus ($180), gave free
hot chocolate to spectators at a hockey
game this past weekend, and posted a
questionably large number of campaign
fliers and banners.
Although Christensen and Glizter
submitted their campaign expenditures
to the FEPC, Mendros, Crabtree and
Ewing are requesting an audit because
Jammite
Dizzy Gillespie plays his trumpet during a Wednesday night
performance at the Maine Center for the Arts. For a revievv
of the concert see page 9.
they claim the figures are inaccurate.
Glover isn't worried, however.
"People are filing complaints about
rumors, " he said. "I'm a little bit
angry that everybody was such a spoil-
ed sport about everything."
Christensen said there will be no
doubt of his and Glover's innocence of
the claims.
"(The candidates) are reaching. They
hear rumors and things start land-
sliding," he said. "The percentage of
voters shows who the majority
wanted."
But the three candidates are claiming
that the "majority" might have been un-
fairly influenced.
They claim that Christensen and
Glover campaigned outside of Stodder
dining commons on election day — a
practice they say violated "unwritten
codes of ethics in FEPC guidelines."
Christensen said he was never told that
it was a violation to campaign outside
of the commons and asserts that there
is nothing in the FEPC guidelines regar-
ding the issue.
He also said he talked with FEPC
chair Fencer while he was outside the
cornmons.
"I thought if the FEPC chairman was
there, then it wasn't a problem," he
said. "I thought everybody else was do—
ing it too. ,,
Fencer said she tends to feel that cam-
paigning at dining commonses is similar
to campaigning door-to-door.
But Crabtree, one of the candidates
for president of student government,
said Fencer told him it was against the
guidelines to campaign in front of din-
ing commonses.
"I would've been campaigning at
Wells commons all day if I'd known it
was within the guidelines, but because
I was told that I couldn't do that, I
didn't," he said.
Fencer denied telling this to anyone.
"I have no clue where they got
(see ELEC7' page 4)
Chief Lowe says students
should not believe rumors
By Kevin Tenggren
Staff Writer
—Suggesting students- -bring
complaints of police harass-
ment and misconduct to his of-
fice, Orono Police Chief Dan
Lowe said studrts should "find
out the facts' before believing 
rumors of police officer im-
proprieties.
"If my guys can't perform
their duties in a professional
manner and don't handle
themselves properly, then I take
heart," Lowe said. "I won't
condone improper police pro-
cedure," he added during the
meeting of Student Body/Police
Discussion Group Wednesday
afternoon in Memorial Union.
Although no students attend-
ed the meeting, representatives
from the university, public safe-
ty department and Student
Legal Services exchanged views
of student and police relations.
Dianne DeCalvo, a paralegal
for Student Legal Services, said
students are hesitant to bring
complaints to the police,
especially if there are charges
pending against them.
Although no students have
brought complaints to his of-
fice, Lowe said he prefers
students discuss police conduct
and unprofessional charges with
him.
"If there is criminal prosecu-
tion pending I don't want to
hear it. I do warn them. If they
say something to me that would
make them guilty I may be ask-
ed to testify to that effect,"
he said.
DeCalvo said "students feel"
they are being watched too
closely by police.
According to Lowe the police
have been very tolerant with
students. He said the students
speaking out against the police
are the ones being warned or
caught breaking the law.
Lowe invited DeCalvo to ride
with a police officer and ex-
(see POLICE page 6)
Czech premier resigns post
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP) — Premier
Ladislav Adamec resigned Thursday while still
bargaining with a powerful opposition that
demanded the Communists form an acceptable
government or suffer another general strike. _
Adamec, 63, announced his resignation at a
meeting with non-Communist party officials
about changes in the government, said Bohuslav
Kucera of the Socialist Party. He quoted Adamec
as saying a new, younger leader was needed to
achieve a compromise.
President Gustav Husak asked Deputy Premier
Marian Calfa, 43, to take over and continue sear-
ching for a solution, the official CTK news agen-
cy reported.
Calfa, a Communist, has attended most of
Adamec's recent meetings with opposition leaders,
who rejected the Cabinet he formed Dec. 3.
Adamec had been expectd to name a new
government Friday that would involve some form
of power sharing with the opposition, which in a
few weeks has become strong enough to break the
Communist Party's 4I-year monopoly on power.
The Civic Forum opposition movement and its
Slovak counterpart, Public Against Violence, have
(see CZECH page 7)
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News Briefs
Miami officer Lozano is
found guilty of manslaughter
MIAMI (AP) — A jury yesterday
found a Hispanic police officer guil-
ty of manslaughter in the deaths of
two black men that led to three days
of inner-city rioting.
Miami officer William Lozano, 31,
was charged with two counts of
—manslaughter in the Jan. 16 deaths-of
motorcyclist Clements Lloyd, 23, and
his passenger, Allan Blanchard, 24.
The two counts carry a total max-
imum sentence of 45 years.
Lozano showed no emotion as the
verdicts were read and the jurors were
polled.
Prosecutors say Lozano fired un-
necessarily as Lloyd's motorcycle fled
a squad car after a traffic violation.
Lloyd died of gunshot wounds while
Blanchard died of injuries suffered in
the resulting crash.
Lozano said he fired in self-defense
when the motorcyclist tried to run
him down.
The January riot left one man dead
and II others wounded with gun-
shots. Thirteen buildings were set
afire, others were looted, and 372 per-
sons were arrested.
Announcement of the verdict was
withheld for about two hours as
police, social workers and communi-
ty relations officials fanned out
through the city's . black
--neighborhoods, fearful that—an a-
quittal would spark violence.
Twice before in the past decade, the
acquittal of police officers in the
deaths of Miami blacks had triggered
racial violence.
"The jury returned what we
thought was a just verdict. It was a
jury that represents all segments of
our society," said Assistant State
Attorney John Hogan, the lead
prosecutor.
"I think this is very significant,
John Bennett, executive director of a
community center in the
predominantly black Liberty City
neighborhood, said after the verdicts
were issued. "It restores the people's
faith in the judicial system. People
now can believe in the system again.
Court  upholds acquittal of
film director Martin Scorsese
ROME (AP) — An appeals court on
Thursday upheld the acquittal of
director Martin Scorsese, who was
charged with contempt of religion for
his film "The Last Temptation of
Christ."
Scorsese and Biennale Festival
director Paolo Portoghesi were
cleared of violating Italian laws on
obscenity and blasphemy in the show-
ing of the movie at the Venice Film
Festival.
Juuges initially decided to take no
action against Scorsese or the festival
organizer. But an appeals court in
Rome ruled theocase should he con-
sidered by a Venice criminal court,
which found Scorsese and Portoghesi
innocent.
The Rome court's upholding of the
acquittal is final, because the
Supreme Court has declined to accept
the case.
Protesters who prompted the
criminal case in fall 1988 said the
movie was sacrilegious, particularly a
scene in which Jesus hallucinates on
the cross about abandoning his role
as redeemer, making love to Mar
Magdalene and raising a family with
her.
China says Cold War will go on as
long as 'power politics' continues
BEIJING (AP) — China said
Thursday the Cold War will continue
as Ibng-ag a "fm countries" — ap-
parently the United States and the
Soviet Union continue to try to in-
fluence events in other countries.
"The practice of power politics will
eventually jeopardize the relaxation
of the international situation and on-
ly lead to a continued Cold War,"
Foreign Ministry spokesman Jin
Guihua said at a weekly news
briefing.
Jin was responding to a question
on whether ,the Malta summit bet-
ween President Bush and Soviet Presi-
dent Mikhail S. Gorbachev signaled
an end to the Cold War.
"The intcrnational situation is
undergoing major changes at pre-
sent," Jin said. "Hegemonism is
finding its going tougher and tougher.
However, power politics hasn't entire-
ly resigned itself from the historical
arena."
He added: "In the international
relations its still easy to see attempts
made to interfere in other's internal
affairs by means of one sort or
another, violating the norms govern-
ing international relations. "
The Chinese government's only
previous comment on the summit was
that it hoped the results "will ge-
nuinely help relax and stabilize the
world situation and will not harm the
interests of any third party. "
Asked which superpower was more
responsible for prolonging the Cold
War, Jin said only: "In this world of
today there are very few countries that
are in a position to practice powei
politics. We are against whomever
practices power politics. "
Through much of the _19-10s.and
1980s China claimed tat Soviet
"hegemonism" was the biggest threat
to world peace. However, Moscoss
and Beijing this year normalized rela-
tions after three decades of animosi-
ty, while Beijing's relations with
Washington have plummeted follow,.
ing the military crackdown of the pro-
democracy movement this spring. "
China repeatedly has accused the
United States of "power politics" for
imposing economic sanctions on
China to protest the Chinese govern-
ment's harsh suppression of dissent.
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Chi Omega to move into fraternity house
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Beginning in January, the Beta Theta
Pi fraternity house will get some .iew
tenants.
Chi Omega will be the next sorority
to live in a house on the University of
Maine campus.
Pi Beta Phi, which moved into the Phi
Eta house last year, is the only other
sorority to occupy a house at UMaine.
Chi 0 and the Beta housing corpora-
tion reached an agreement that will
allow the sorority to lease the house for
two and a half years.
Beta Theta Pi was forced to vacate its
house last year after university officials
suspended the fraternity for hazing
violations. Beta will be eligible for
reinstatement in the fall of 1991.
Twenty Chi 0 members will be mov-
ing into the house at the beginning of
spring semester.
The Beta housing corporation compil-
ed a list of criteria that had to be met
before any sorority could lease the
house.
The sorority had to cover the cost of
the lease, have a security deposit,
establish a house corporation, have a
live-in advisor, have an insurance policy
and promise that no alcohol or
substance abuse would take place in the
house
"Chi Omega was the first to res-
pond," said Ken Hayes, professor of
political science and a Beta alumni.
Chi 0 received a loan from its na-
tional headquarters to pay their first
semester's rent.
"We gave them the loan so they could
start repairs on the house,'' said
Yvonne Dubois, president of Chi 0.
Work that must be done on the house
includes meeting all local fire eodes,
repairing structural damages, and put-
ting in a security system.
"The house wasn't bad. It was
basically what 1 expected. The alumni
(Beta) cleaned it up for Homecom-
ing," Dubois said.
"We feel very fortunate to have a
group willing to rent the place and hope
it works out for them," Hayes said.
Chi 0 is not responsible for paying
for or making the repairs to the house.
The Beta housing corporation is us-
ing the lease money to make the repairs.
"All the money that goes into the
house is from us. We are not paying for
repairs; we are paying to live there,"
Dubois said. "Instead of pocketing the
money, they are putting it back into the
house."
A 16 AA NA N A /lir S. N A A 4.
WMEB
 91.9 FM : Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz. blues, reggae, and classical music, sports action,4 special shows and events. arid just a whole bunch of other cool things to listento. tune 'em in 7 days n i•erk!
Chi Omega was not the only sorority
interested in the house. All the sororities
were contacted and invited to respond
to the offer.
"We sent out to all the sororities in-
formation on leasing the house. The
sororities were then invited to see the
house," Hayes said.
The members of the sorority are
positive about the move from the
chapter room in Balentine Hall to the
house.
"It is a positive thing seeing the greek
system work together. Pi Phi has been
helpful with advice and ideas, "
Dubois said.
PRE-FINAL DANCE
spm "CONIcHr at
tOc RAMS HORN
"Rock Around The Christmas Tree"
with dance music by progressive artists
$ 1.00 donation
ALL WELCOME
Sponsored by: Wilde-Stein
ALARM
their "CHANGE" Tour has been
CHANGED!
the show will be held at the
Maine Center for the Arts
UMaine Student Ticket Price: $8
Tickets Available
at the Memorial Union Info Booth
and at the door of the show
Brought to you by the UMaine Concert Committee in association with
The Alumni Association & The President's Office
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a similar provision. A part marked "The
Cabinet" (part 4, section 5) states that
"the chairperson (of the Cabinet) shall
be the president of the student govern-
ment and as such shall be an ex-officio
member!'
But Mallory said, "T.J. was not
elected to the FEPC. "
"According to the guidelines, ballots
are supposed to be counted in executive
session. Only (student government presi-
dent) John Gallant has the ex-officio
power. If T.J. is taking (the ex-officio)
power, something should be accountable
in the FEPC guidelines."
FEPC chair Fencer said she had no
problem with Ackermann counting
ballots.
Mallory also filed a complaint against
Fencer, alleging that "doubtful ballots"
were decided by one FEPC member. The
guidelines state that doubtful ballots
must be decided upon by the
Commission.
Fencer said she was surprised by
Mallory's complaint.
"She failed as an FEPC member to
raise questions (during the ballot coun-
ting)," she said.
But Mallory said she thought a pro-
test of Ackermann's presence would be
better suited if she filed a formal com-
plaint the next day.
She said that depending on the events
during the next few days, she will be con-
sidering resigning from the FEPC
because of the guidelines violated by
(continued from page 1)
them as well as by candidates.
The next stage of the complaint pro-
cess is to establish a public hearing in
which the allegations can be discussed.
FEPC guidelines state that "if the
FEPC is accused of violating its
guidelines, the General Student Senate
will serve as the judiciary body!'
But Fencer said she plans to reserve a
room in the Union to hold a public hear-
ing sometime next week, but she said is
proceding with the complaint process
cautiously.
"I'm going real slow because the can-
didates obviously have an itiTeisTiii
rules and regulations," she said. "I'm
going to make sure it's done by the book
so that there's no question. It's the best
way to produce a fair decision and one
that will hopefully take care of any con-
cerns. "
According to FEPC guidelines, "if any
complaints are filed, the first hearing
shall be held within two business days
following the deadline for complaints
(Yesterday, 3:30 p.m.). " Guildelines
also state that the hearings must be held
every weekday until all complaints are
acted upon.
Ackermann said of the candidates,
"I'm disheartened by the fact that John
Gallant and myself have tried to unify
the entire student body, the senate, and
admini;tration to try to work together.
It's culminated into a bickering, name-
calling group of people groping for ex-
cuses for not winning an election."
.rmall•TIMITIMP^41INI.TW- ,••••- ••••1.4hua...1 _.AN. -AM". /6. ••_ 
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$ $ $ IMPORTANT NOTICE $ $ $
DECEMBER GRADUATES
Ito
If you have borrowed through the Stafford Loan (GSL)
or Supplemental Loan for Students (SLS) programs.
you must attend an exit loan counseling session"
prior to your graduation this December. Loan
counseling sessions will be offerred at the
following times:
Monday, December 11 at 4:00 P.M.
Tuesday, December 12 at 3:00 P.M.
Both sessions will be held
in the FFA Room in the Memorial Union.
$ $ $ $ $ $
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• Elect
that," she said.
Crabtree said although there has been
a number of complaints and rumors
about Wednesday's elections, he denied
the candidates were "going after
anyone." He said filing formal com-
plaints were a way to address the allega-
tions and "hopefully, put all questions
aside."
Mendros, a candidate for vice presi-
dent of student government, said he
doesn't think it's ethical to try to make
people feel guilty as they to enter the
commonses to vote.
"(Gary and 1) have worked too hard
to make the senate responsible to let this
go unscrutinized," he said.
Ewing, a candidate for vice president
of student government, said the three
pairs of candidates were not "a bunch
of sore losers. "
"There is a justifiable cause, consider-
ing this has been the biggest race for this
office in years," he said. "It shows
that a lot of people are interested in it.
I don't want to make it look like a witch
hunt."
Vice President Ackermann said he was
disappointed with the three candidates'
complaints.
"I just wish that such energy could be
spent on projects benefiting the entire
student body and that issues could be as
pertinently addressed that aren't so self-
serving," he said.
Christensen wished that their energy
could be spent in "positive ways."
"I wish they'd work with us," he
said. "They're good people. I need and
would appreciate their help."
Asicle from complaints from three
other pairs of candidates, there were also
complaints waged by Vicki Marlory, a
member of the Fair Elections Practices
Commission; Rich Aldrich, the student
government treasurer; Michael Reagan
Jr., president of the Oxford Hall Dorm
Governing Board; and Aroostook Hall
Senator Marc Latulippe.
Not all of the complaints were against
Christensen and Glover, however.
FEPC member Mallory's complaint
regarded the presence and participation
of student government vice president T.J
Ackermann at thesite_ _nf the. ballot
counting.
Mallory said in her complaint that
Ackermann's presence "was in violation
of the FEPC guidelines "
Although she said the guidleines aren't
specific, she said there is nothing that
states that the vice president can be pre-
sent during ballot counting.
Ackermann said that since he is an ex-
officio member of the FEPC, he has the
power to reside on any board. Ex-officio
members do not have voting rights,
Ackermann said. They are- essentially
abstaining member, he added.
In the student gernment constitu-
tion, provisions are only made for the
president to have ex-officio power, not
the vice president.
Under Article 5, Part 1 (The President
of the Student Government), section 1,
letter D, titled "Rights and Duties:' the
constitution states: "The president shall
be a non-voting, ex-officio member of
the GSS:'
Another part of the constitution states
CASE MANAGER/THERAPISTS
Positions available for parttim? Case Managerrtherapists
to loin the ranks of our expanding team. Group therapy
experience preferred, masters degree in mental health field
required. Appreciation of adolescents issues and the ability
io work under sometimes stressful circumstances is essential.
Send resume and three written references to.
Pat I3ousquet. LCS1A: !NSW
Director of Treatment
Homestead Protect, Inc
PO Box 663
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
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Round Table Discussion
Women's Ways of Writing:
Alternatives to Traditional Forms of Academic Discourse
Featured Speakers:
Virginia Nees - Dept. ENG.
Josephine Donovan - Dept. ENG.
Evelyn Newlyn - WIC
Joe Liloli - Colby College
Jean Sandborne - Colby College
Friday, Dec. 8, 1989
3:30, Writing Center, 402 Neville
Refreshments served
Co-sponsored by Writing Across the Curriculum,
WIC, Honors Program
m- 8, 1989.
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Cases of measles and mumps on the rise
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Measles and mumps, those dreaded
childhood diseases, are re
-appearing
nationwide.
There have been 12,000 reported cases
of measles and mumps nationally this
year, compared to only 3,000 cases last
year.
Mark Jackson, director of Cutler
Health Center, said, "The number of
cases of measles and mumps is increas-
ing across the country. It's showing up
in the young adult and teenage com-
munity, so it is a threat to college
students," Jackson said.
" However, there have been no cases
at the University of Maine, and as far
as 1 know there have been no cases in the
state of Maine. "
The main way to prevent catching
these diseases is to receive a vaccination.
Jackson said the number of mumps,
measles and rubella vaccinations has in-
creased from 46 during September to
October of last year, to 685 during the
same period this year.
Jackson said health center personnel
have told students in secondary schools
and members of athletic teams and
bands who travel to other parts of the
country, to get immunized.
"Getting immunized is the best thing
you can do. Make sure you are immuniz-
ed," said Jackson.
Jackson also said that students born
after 1956 should have a second MMR
immunization
"Immunizations given before 1980
were not that effective and people im-
munized before that time should receive
a second shot."
Influenza and mononucleosis have
also not been problems at UMaine this
winter, according to Jackson.
"We've had the people with the aches
and pains, but nothing that would be
considered a big problem, " said
Jackson.
Syphilis in newborns soars to record levels
ATLANTA (AP) — Syphilis in
newborns has soared to record levels
because of women who swap sex for
drugs and pass on the disease to their
fetuses, federal researchers said
Thursday.
The Centers for Disease Control said
691 cases of congenital syphilis were
reported last year, up 54 percent from the
year before and the highest total since
the days before, penicillin.
Thirty to 40 percent of fetuses infected
with syphilis are stillborn, and those who
do survive to birth can die soon after
with syphilis or suffer brain infections,
developmental problems or sight and
hearing disorders, said Dr. Paul Zenker,
a CDC researcher.
Babies in New York City accounted
for 357 of the cases in 1988, or just over
half the national total. Birth certificate
questionnaires and healTh department
interviews showed that 39 percent of the
Monday. December 11
ham Butthote Surfers
lam Ministry
gam Cocteau Twins
9am Pailhead
10am Lloyd ,,le
I lam The lam
12pm Squeeze
1pm R.E.M
2pm R.E.M.
3pm The Fitt
4pm !howlers-tuff
5pm The Call
npm krt.
7pm talking Heads
gpm the Alarm
4pm kw% & Mary Chain
Inpm The Cure
lIpm The Cure
syphilis babies' mothers used cocaine,
powder or crack, while pregnant, the
CDC said.
New York had reported just 57 con-
genital syphilis cases in 1986.
"The practice of trading sex with
multiple partrs:•for drugs, especially
cocaine (or) craelk, now appears to play
a major role in the transmission of
syphilis," the Atlanta-based CDC con-
cluded.
Babies with syphilis may be in double
jeopardy because their addicted mothers
"may not access the health-care system
fully," depriving the babies of needed
prenatal care, the CDC said.
Only 51 percent of the mothers in the
New York study reported any prenatal
care visits. .
In the first six months of this year,
New York health officials reported 779
newborns with positive syphilis tests, the
CDC reported. Two-thirds of those cases
will probably prove to be actual syphilis
infections, meaning New York alone
could report 1,000 congenital syphilis
cases in 1989.
Syphilis, a common sexually transmit-
ted disease, can be treated in most cases
with penicillin or other antibiotics,
although it's too late to reverse birth
defects in many children born with the
disease.
Many great Christmas gift
ideas at big savings
All bikes on sale at
Rose Bike
36A Main Street
866-3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fn. 10:00a.m.-5:00p.m
Thurs. 10:00a.m.-7:00p.m.
Sat. 9:00a.m-4:00p.m.
" •  • 
Beggar's Banquet 1989
Tuesday. December 12
bam I imbuk 3
7ani shrickback
Sam siousgie & Banshees
9AT FIcho & Bunnymen
10am Style ('council
I tans Julian Cope
12pm Let's ,Actise
1pm Public Image ltd.
2pm Pcyasedelic Furs
1pm Polk e
4pm ('lash
5pm I la..h
hpm lot Jackson
-pm Joe Jackson
%pm king Crimson
9pm Rot, Musk
lOpm Lou Reed
1pm I he Smithereens
Wednesday. December 13
barn Housemartins
7am 11140
Plam English Beat
9am Burma
lOam Peter Gabriel
I lam Peter tiahriel
12pm Elvis ( 'ostello
1pm Elvis Costello
2pm XT('
lpen Smiths
4pm *Smiths
5pm Mighty Lemon Drops
hpm The Church
7pm 1 2
%pm 12
9pm Real Farmers
10pm Feelles
I I pm IN aterboy s
Record Give-aways all week!!!
riday.December IS
ham Sugarcuhes
7am Kate Bush
Sam Nes% Order
9am Miles
Intim The The
II am 'owboy Junkies
12pm Bruce Cockburn
1pm Rainmakers
2pm the ‘;11410.
3pm Husker I)u
4pm 13-52's
5pm Depeche Mode
hpm Discharge
7pm Illot kev vs tSSK
Kpm titian vs I Yilt
4pm Metal
10pm Metal
pm Metal
Saturday, December 16
ham Ramones
7am Gualalcanal Diary
gam Flesh hue I ulu
Yam French Program
10am French Rogram
1 lam French N'ogram
12pm Bach Brandenburg ( 'on( cr.°,
1pm Philip Glass
2pm London Svmph I /nil plan I till
3pm Irenchcoal
4pm ming Mt
5pm Beastie Boys
bpm Front 242
7pm 'shier Elvti
itpm Sisters of Niersv
qpm Dag ash
lOpm Operation Is
I Ipm 1•Nagaii
Thursday, December 14
ham Love & Rockets
'AT the Cult
gam The Cult
Yam Red Hot Chili Peppers
I (lam Naked Raygun
I I aM Jane's ,Addiction
12pm Niolent Femmes
1pm Simple Minds
2pm Melissa F:theridge
3pm Das id Bowie
4pm Jazz Butcher
5pm Public Affairs
()pm Scruffy the Cat
7pm Bolleans
8pm Hoodoo GlirUS
9pm Dinosaur Jr
10pm Replacements
I 1pm Replacements
Sunday. December 17
bat; Big Band Jar,
7am Bug Band ,lart
Kam Big Band Jazz
9am Folk Music
10am Folk Musk
I lam Folk Musk
12pm Bob Marley
1pm Toutc & the Maytak
2pm Steel Pulse
3pm Blues
4pm Blues
5pm Blues
bpm !Aft
linn Jai/
gpm
9pm New Age
10pm Sew Age
1 'Pm 'sew
 Age
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by Steve Stasiuk
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FEEL LIKE OPEN -
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
•Police
(continued from page 1)
perience what an officer deals with.
"I give students their dues, they are
really behaving. I find it a very small
group being vocal, and it makes me
wonder. If there is a problem I want to
know about it," he said.
Maxine Harrow, associate dean of
Student Affairs, said she was concern-
ed with the lack of warnings issued by
police this year.
Lowe said the lack of warnings given
this year is because of a new law that
states officers can arrest any person who
furnishes a place for minors to consume
alcohol.
"Last year disorderly conduct was us-
ed which said you had to give a warn-
ing. Under the new law you don't have
to do that. It has really quieted our par-
ty scenes down," he said.
Lowe was also asked about an incident
that occured at Margarita's when three
individuals were arrested.
Later, the charges were dropped.
The incident, Lowe said, involved
three allegedly drunk male students who
were waiting for a taxi that a police of-
ficer had called for them.
He said while the students were
waiting outside for the cab they began
screaming, hollering and making kick-
ing motions toward a parked police
cruiser.
Despite a police warning, the three
failed to leave. Police officers then ar-
rested them for failure to disperse,
disorderly conduct, and obstructing
government administration.
Lowe said the charges were later drop-
ped because of an officer's inexperience
and failure to properly complete paper
work.
"Believe me, if I had been the officer,
there would have been more arrests and
more summonses given. The officers
didn't have to take that." he said.
DeCalvo said she is concerned with
the method in which a police officer ap-
proaches an individual.
Alan Reynolds, director of public safe-
ty, said approaching someone is pro-
bably the most difficult part of a police
officer's job.
"You can't smile and you can't go ur
somber. It's real tough. You try to be as
neutral and sterile as possible, " he
said.
Reynolds suggested students ask ques-
tions about an action's legality before
they do something that may get them in-
to trouble.
OF MICE AND MEN
by John Steinhea
Mime M:1•41e The.im
Ikvemher 7 -9. TMp m Damho- 7 And I. 2 pm
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Millionaire goes broke by helping others
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — T.
David Franklin is trying to let the world
know he's broke, but the appeals for
money by phone and mail — like the
package he got the other day that con-
tained pieces of the Berlin Wall — show
rio signs of ending.
The package with the quarter-size
chips of concrete had no street address
but arrived at its destination anyway. It
was addressed to "The Millionaire David
Franklin" in "Portland, Maine,
It was mailed by a young woman from
West Berlin who had read news reports
about the 32-year-old benefactor's ef-
forts to help struggling residents in his
adopted city start their own businesses.
"As a sign that a new time begins, I
send you a little part of the original
Berlin Wall — a sign that people should
come together and help each other in
peace, love and harmony," the woman
wrote in a letter asking Franklin to
finance her health-related studies. 7_
Appeals have poured in by the
thousands, and Franklin's life has chang-
ed dramatically in the six weeks since he
placed a classified ad in local newspapers
offering to bankroll first-time en-
trepeneurs and provide them with office
space and business advice. The ad in-
vited street people and welfare applicants
to apply. _
Enthusiasm and hard work were the
character traits the community college
dropout from a blue-collar Baltimore
suburb sought in examining the flood of
applicants before selecting the 15
• •Czech
beneficiaries of his interest-free loans.
"These were people who didn't need
a push. They had the enthusiasm, they
just needed the guidance," he said.
After writing checks totaling more
than $220,000 and wondering aloud how
he will come up with the cash for his
next mortgage payment of the apart-
ment house where he lives and works,
Franklin has a standard reply to the
unending pleas for help.
',I'm—broke. I'm out of he
says, noting that his bank accounts have
run dry. Undaunted, applicants often
ask Franklin to put their names on a
waiting list for any future largesse.
Franklin, a personable man with a
neatly trimmed red beard and receding
hair, acknowledged that while he may be
strapped for cash, he probably remains
a millionaire on paper. That's because of
the appreciation in value of real estate
he accumulated in Baltimore, New
Hampshire and Maine as his career as
a computer salesman blossomed.
But he resigned his lucrative sales job
last spring out of boredom and Invested
in a computer start-up firm in Portland.
He then looked at job possibilities in the
area, found nothing of interest and
decided to use his business talents to help
others.
."ft was a rash decision on the spur-of
tbe .moment," said Franklin, who in-
sists he was just "an average guy" before
his newspaper ad made him an interna-
tional celebrity and propelled him into
.a schedule of 16-hour workdays.
threatened a nationwide general strike
for Monday if a satisfactory government
has not been formed.
Leaders of Civic Forum appeared on
the main evening TV newscast with a list
of names they had given Adamec as
possible Cabinet members only hours
before he resigned.
Zdenek Jicinsky, speaking for the op-
position, said one proposal was that
Slovak dissident Jan Carnogursky be
made first deputy premier and other
deputy premiers be named from the
Socialist Party .and the People's Party.
Civic Forum also proposed its current
spokesman, Jiri Dienstbier, as foreign
minister and economist Vaclav Klaus,
also a Civic Forum member, as finance
minister.
(continued from page 1)
Jicinsky said Peter Miller, a worker at
the CKD industrial plant in Prague and
senior Civic Forum representative, w ;
suggested as social affairs minister.
There was no official reaction to the
proposals.
The ruling Politburo stripped former
party chief Milos Jakes and Miroslav
Stepan, the former Prague party boss,
of party membership Thursday, accus-
ing them of "grave political mistakes in
resolving social tensions. "
Mentioned specifically was the brutal
police action against peaceful protesters
Nov. 17, which started the mass protest
that brought the party down. Action
against those responsible for the brutali-
ty has been a key opposition demand
SCROOGED
STARRING BILL MURRAY
FREE ADMISSION
SUNDAY, DEC. 10TH
2:00 PM
101 NEVILLE HALL
Recipients of Franklin's seed money
range from the unemployed to the mid-
dle class. They include several welfare
recipients, a recently discharged ser-
viceman and an ex
-convict trying to earn
a living as an artist.
The start-up money has ranged from
as little as $200 for supplies and equip-
ment to help a young woman begin a
cleaning business to $100,000 to publish
the work of a comic book artist who
Franklin says has the talent for national
success. 
—
Other proposals that won his accep-
tance include word processing, a han-
dyman service, business equipment
repair, mail sorting for large businesses
and property management.
The beneficiaries include one
homeless person who had been collec-
ting returnable cans and bottles door-to-
'door. Franklin wouldn't identify him or
his business proposal, saying, "the guy's
got a lot of pride. He had an alcohol
problem.."
Franklin foresees his red-brick,
nasard-roof apartment building as an in-
cubator where his new entrepeneurs can
swap ideas among themselves and draw
on his expertise in bookkeeping and
other skills needed to make their enter-
prises flourish.
While Franklin has a share in any pro-
fits that may come from the comic book
venture, he asks most of his "new
friends" to simply pay back his initial in-
vestment without interest and donate a
small percentage of their profits to a
fund that will perpetuate the program.
PI-anklin, who embarked on the pro-
ject three months after his arrival in
Portland, said the role of benefactor is
a weighty burden.
"A lot of people don't realize this but
it's a big responsibility when you're deal-
ing with people's dreams. They're look-
ing up 6:5 you as an answer. It's frighten-
ing," he said.
Franklin, whose office holds a large
American flag in one corner and a fram-
eercam autographed—picture of Presi-
dent Bush on his desk, said his purpose
was to help others and to challenge
himself. He said many people were
prepared to work hard but lacked the
means to get started.
That seemed to fit the description of
Arlene Goodwin of Westbrook. The
58-year-old mother of five was Working
in the room next to Franklin's first-floor
office, converting it into a studio and
darkroom for the fledgling photography
business she and another respondent to
Franklin's ad are launching as partners.
"It doesn't look like much now, but
give it a few weeks," said Goodwin, a
former hairdresser who had injured her
right hand and was unable to continue
in that profession. "I was just flounder-
ing," she said, never able to get
ahead."
But she spotted Franklin's newspaper
ad, overcame her initial impression that
"it was a real scam," and decided it
could enable her to make a living from
an interest in photography which had
long been a hobby.
----1
Read the sports pages and be
on top of the sports action.
Visit the Hudson Museum's Holiday Exhibit
Trains: Of and For All Ages and
do your Christmas Shopping at the
Hudson Museum Shop
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono • 581-1903
10-30% Offi
in-stock merchandise through Dec. 22nd
*Southwestern jewelry
*Original Prints
*Eskimo soapstone carvings
:it Handmade baskets
I Books
_ 
 
 
*and much more!
Drawing for $50.00 Gift Certificate DecemOor 22nd
Shop hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00-3:00: Sunday 11:00-3:00
and prior to most Hutchins Concert Hall events.
Mastercard and Visa accepted.
All proceeds benefit the Museum's Education Programs
(The Hudson Museum and Hudson Museum Shop will be closed for the
Holidays from December 23rd until January 2nd.)
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All.A111111' Concert moved from the Pit tothe Maine Center for the Arts
By John Begin
Staff Writer
The Maine Center for the
Arts wilt experience a Euro-
pean musical invasion of
sorts Monday evening, when
The Alarm and the Kevin
McDermott Orchestra com-
bine forces for an evening of
progressive rock and roll at
the University of Maine
Sponsored by the UMaine
Concert Committee, in con-
junction with the Alumni
Association and the Presi-
dent's Office, the 8 p.m. con-
cert was originally scheduled
to take place in the Pit. The
location was changed to
MCA Thursday, however, for
what committee Chairman
Mike Janosco called "strict-
ly business reasons only."
"The scheduling just hap-
pened to work out with
MCA, and they were very
helpful in letting us have the
concert there," he said.
Formed in 1981, the
Welsh-based Alarm became
recognizable early in its
career for lyrics dealing with
people helping themselves,
and a smooth musical style
comparable to the Irish band
U2.
Beginning their recording
career with a self-titled, self-
produced endeavor, the
group's extended play release
featured the songs "The
Stand" and "Marching
On," which .went on to
become Alarm classics.
The Alarm's first full-
length album, Declaration,
was followed by Strength,
and Eye of the Hurricane in
the years to come, as well as
Electric Folklore, a first-
ever collection of live Alarm
performances.
Twist, Eddie McDonald,
Monday night.
Featuring Mike Peters on
vocals and guitar, Dave
Sharp on guitar, Eddie Mac-
Donald on bass, and Nigel
Twist on drums, The Alarm's
concert promises to offer a
blend of music from past
albums, as well as songs
from its current album,
Change—the first album
release of all-new material in
two years.
The title for the new
album is appropriate,
because of its songs dealing
with the changes in countries
such as Wales, which face
problems of language, iden-
tity, and the disintegration of
its culture due to the strong
Mike Peters and Dave Sharp are The
English influence
throughout the world.
"With English the
predominant language for
international communica-
tion, a lot of countries are
losing the very fabric of their
uniqueness," Peters said in
an Alarm press release.
To emphasize the band's
belief in preserving the
distinct culture of Wales,
Change was simultaneously
recorded in Welsh for a
Wales-only release. The
album is titled Newid,
which is the Welsh transla-
tion of "change."
"I'm hoping that
Change/Newid is
Alarm. The group is scheduled to perform at UMaint
understood as an invitation
to delve into and preserve
one's heritage," Peters said.
Change offers a variety of
musical styles with its songs,
ranging from the bluesy
opening song "Sold Me
Down The River," to the
hard rock nature of "The
Rock."
The Kevin McDermott Or-
chestra, a six-man band hail-
ing from Glasgow, Scotland,
will open for The Alarm on
Monday, featuring Kevin
McDermott on vocals and
rhythm guitar, Robbie McIn-
tosh on lead guitar, Jim
McDermott on drums and
percussion, Stephen Greer
on bass guitar and vocals,
Blair Cowan on keyboards,
and David Crichton on
fiddle.
With such upbeat songs as
"Where We Were Meant To
Be," and slow, thoughtful
ballads like "What Comes To
Pass" from their Mother
Nature's Kitchen album, the
band should provide a strong
opening for The Alarm.
•Tickets to the Dec. 11
Alarm concert are still
available. They can be pur-
-hased today at the informa-
tion booth in the Memorial
Union.
Christmas concert performance to be proud of
By Marne Boutilier
Volunteer Writer
The Oratorio Society combined with
the University Chamber Orchestra to
present a Christmas concert which fill-
ed the Maine Center Tor the Arts with
glorious sound Tuesday night.
The performance was Ralph Vaughn
Williams' "Hodie," the Christmas
story put to music.
The prologue opened with both
groups proudly proclaiming "Nowell!
Nowell!" with a very full and rich sound.
The sopranos and altos picked up the
narration, singing about how Mary was
found with the child of the Holy Ghost,
followed by tenor solo James Whidden.
The trebles continued through the
song, sounding very much like the eerie
winter winds they swig about„
As noticeably as her fuschia dress
stood out among the sea of blacks and
whites, so did Joan Kroehler's strong
toPrano solo ring clearly through the
hundred other voices.
The chorus joined in, first in unison,
then in a full-bodied harmony.
The narration began 'again with the
chorus playing the part of the shepherds
"abiding in the field. "
Whidden sang the part of the Angel
of the Lord, calming the chorus and tell-
ing them not to fear. The trebles became
a multitude of heavenly hosts proclaim-
ing, "Glory to God in the Highest!"
Pie shepherds decided to go to
Bethlehem to see the baby Jesus.
Barritone soloist Bruce Mallonee told
the -point of view of the oxewthat were
in the stable where the child was born.
The trebles continued the narration of
how the-shepherds returned home, pro-
claiming the glory of God.
- -Withlbarely a glance at his music,
Ma-Bonne sang the Pastoral, "The
Shepherds sing; and shall I silent be?"
The trebels and the soprano solo sang
the lullaby of Mary, so beautiful" and
relaxing that it was easy to picture the
child drifting off to sleep.
A hymn was sung by tenor solo Whid-
den, telling of "bright portholes of the
sky, embossed with sparkling stars."
With the next narration, the trebels in-
troduced the three wise men, Caspar,
Melchior and Balthasar.
The drums and .horns began the
March of the Three Kings. Kroehler,
Whidden and Mallonee each sang the
part of one of the three kings.
The march was followed by a chorus
and the epilogue. The full chorus, or-
chestra and three soloists joined together
to triumphantly declare, "Ring out ye
crystal spheres. "
The groups came to a swelling conclu-
sion, and cut off into complete silence.
Oratorio conductor Dennis Cox did a
marvelous job, as did Anatole Wieck,
the orchestra conductor, and Lillian
Garwood, the accompanigt
The Oratorio Society and the Univer-
sity Chamber Orchestra should also be
commended.
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Jazz greats keep audience hopping
By John Begin
Staff Writer
Seating in Hutchins Concert Hall was
& valuable commodity_Wednesday_sven-
ing, as jazz afficionados appeared to
witness two of bebops' living legends
grace the stage in a superb performance.
Appearing before approximately 1,550
people at the Maine Center for the Arts,
John Birks Gillespie and Billy Eckstine,
affectionately known as Dizzy and Mr.
B to their legions of fans throughout the
world, captivated the audience with the
songs they made classics many years ago,
bringing them back to a time when "big
bands" ruled the earth and jazz was
king.
Reuniting for the first time in more
than 40 years, Gillespie and Eckstine
paid tribute to the man Dizzy called "the
late grandmaster," William James
"Count" Basie, in a show that featured
all of the Basie musical elements that
comprise what is known in jazz circles
as the ` 110Air_Style. " 
The Count Basie Orchestra, now
under the direction of Conductor Frank
Foster, made a solo appearance during
the performance's opening segment,
playing a rousing rendition of
"Splanky, ", in which the band's drum-
mer, Duffy Jackson, garnered the au-
dience's attention with his magnificent
percussion skills and highly-animated
demeanor.
Female vocalist Carmen Bradford, a
member of the orchestra for the past
seven years, soon joined the ensemble for
"Young and Foolish," exhibiting her
wide vocal range and clear, crisp voice
in a delightful number.
Bradford and the orchestra raised the
audience's energy level with the upbeat
selections, and Gillespies mere ap-
pearance on stage upped it one more
notch.
Clutching his trumpet, with its raised
bell which has become Gillespie's
trademark through the years, Dizzy
launched into such favorites as "Night
in limisia:" Lover Come Back To
Me," and Theloriiiii Monies "Around
Midnight," causing some audience
members to dance in their seats, and still
others to take a trip down memory lane.
After completing the Chano Pozo
tune, "Manteca," Gillespie left the
stage to Ecksiine, who Foster called "the
most romantic baritone in all of
jazz."
The 75-year-old Eckstine showed no
signs of age, as he crooned his way into
the audience's hearts with such Duke Ell-
ington favorites as "Don't Get Around
Much Anymore" and "I'm Beginning To
See The Light," much like he has
been doing for more than 50 years.
Dizzy, Bradford, and the entire or-
chestra appeared on stage for the show's
final segment titled "The Count Basie
tali photo by Scott LeClair
Remembrance Suite," which was
dedicated to the former orchestra leader,
who died in 1984.
The audience concluded the evening's
activities with a standing ovation, show-
ing their appreciation for the fine jazz
performance of Gillespie, Eckstine, and
the Count Basie Ohestra, and thank-
ing them for a b4f trip back in time.
Review Review Review Review Review Review Review
Elton John's Sleeping With The Past
By Michael A. Murphy
Sleeping 14:itik„Tim, Past is
something of a triumph for
Elton John. His last few albums
have not fared overly well (ex-
cluding his excellent Live In
Australia album) with either
fans or critics. Last year's Reg
Strikes Back was a step forward
after a few steps back for John.
On Sleeping With The Past,
John and songwriting partner
Bernie Taupin reach into the
soul tradition to give their tunes
their freshest feel in years.
The very eighties' production
(all digital, as have been John's
last few albums) puts a little
more shine on these tunes than
they need. The essence of what
John and Taupin were reaching
for is evident, but not as visible
through the glare as it ought to
be. Still, there's not a bad cut on
this disc, something that is dif-
ficult to say about Ice On Fire,
Leather Jackets and Breaking
Hearts.
For someone who's been a
star in the music business for
twenty years, had some big hits,
written some great tunes that
weren't hits and had 'a z few
clinker years, this is a surpris-
ingly refreshing release. This
album has what other recent
Elton John albums have
lacked-- an essence, a soul that
courses through-111e entire
album like a transfusion.
That patient lives! Yea...!
WEEKEND
CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Friday, Dec.
---BATTERIES NOT
INCLUDED-- No Popcorn
Cinema, 6:30 p.m., Bear's
Den, no admission fee.
---UMAINE VS.
DENVER--- Hockey, 7 p.m.,
Alfond Arena.
---BOB MCGRATH & THE
BANGOR SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA--- Holiday
Concert; 8 p.m., Maine
Center for the Arts.
---OF MICE AND MEN-- 8
p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
---PW-JFIN AL DANCE--t_
p.m., Ram's Horn, $1 admis-
sion fee.
Saturday, Dec. 9- - -
---BOB MCGRATH & THE
BANGOR SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA-- Holiday
Concert, 3 p.m. & 7:30 p.m.,
Maine Center for the Arts.
---UMAINE VS.
DENVER-- Hockey, 7 p.m.,
Alfond Arena.
--OF MICE AND MEN— 8
p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
---OPERA SCENES---
directed by Nancy Ogle, 8
p.m., Pavilion Theater.
---THE BOYZ--- Sizzling
Saturdays Series, 9 p.m.,
Bear's Den, no admission
fee.
Sunday, Dec. 10---
---SCROOGED--- Neville
Film Series, 2 p.m., 101
Neville Hall, no admission
fee.
—OF MICE AND MEN— 2
p.m., Hauck Auditorium.
-
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Editorial
Don't kill for
animal furs
On "Fur-Free Friday," the day afterThanksgiving, animal right., groups nation-wideprotested the trapping and killing of animals for
their fur.
In an advertisement in Rotting Stone magazine, The
friends of Animals reported more than 17 million
animals are trapped and killed each year in the United
States. The ad is correct in saying the fur industry
depends upon the "ignorance of fur-wearing humans to
continue."
Our society makes it very easy for consumers to be
removed from and ignorant of many of the harsh
realities and atrocities committed against nature and
animals in the name of profit, and so-called luxury and
fashion.
Hopefully, protests and advertisements will bring at-
tention to and awareness of this cruel, senseless practice
and industry. And through education perhaps the
hedonistic demand for fur as a status symbol can be
eradicated. .,
Capturing, torturing, and killing animals to sell their
fur for profit is a horrific tragedy. One sign used in a
protest at the World of Fur in Brewer accurately stated,
"Fur coats are worn by beautiful animals and ugly peo-
ple.
Judy Kaiser, president of the Belfast-area Maine
Citizens for Trapping Reform, said 53,000 animals were
killed for their fur in Maine in 1988. She said this figure
does not include accidental trappings of dogs and deer
who become ensnared in the traps.
Seeing a film which shows the trapping of animals is
as shocking and appalling as the films of seals being
beaten to death with clubs for their coat.
This mutilation of animals for human frivolty raises
the question of what our relationship, as a species and
as individuals, is with other life that inhabits this planet.
It appears through these examples that we collectively
try to exploit and dominate precious life around us
rather than peacefully share the planet.
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My column of lists
We are runging into the final
stretch. The final last few weeks
of the month, the semester, the
year and the decade and soon
the century. I guess lists are in
vogue and fashion this month,
because they are splashed all
over the covers of almost every
national magazine. So, while I
was supposed to be doing some
homework, I decided to come
up with my own little list, of all
the things, topics and people I
highly doubt would be on any
hoity-toity list in Time or Life.
Besides I didn't want to do any
work, and this was much more
fun.
So I hope every one enjoYs
this, and please keep in mind I
tried to be objective, but my
own tastes and opinions came
first. And I'd like it to be known
that I did have a difficult time
with some choices, so I picked
two.
FOOD-
MONTH- Decaf coffee (of
course, nothing is good for you
anymore)
SEMESTER- Ben and
Jerry's. How could I as a Ver-
monter not like it?
YEAR- Spinach and bagels.
DECADE- Perrier and
tofu
MUSIC- (I had difficulty
with this one, so I just chose my
favorite ones)
MONTH- Yousoti N'Dour.
SEMESTER- The Rolling
Stones.
YEAR- Robert Cray. The
best in blues. DECADE- New
Age.
MEDIA- (One of my favorite
subjects)
Christina
Koliander
MONTH- NBC Nightly
News with Tom Brokaw.
SEMESTER- The Daily
Maine Campus, what else?
-YEAR- National Public
Radio and the weather with Ken
Barlow.
DECADE- The compact disc.
PLACES
MONTH- The Eastern Bloc.
SEMESTER- San Fransisco.
YEAR- Columbia.
DECADE- Lebanon, El
Salvador, Cambodia, Northern
Ireland.
ISSUES
MONTH- freedom.
SEMESTER- democracy.
YEAR- abortion.
DECADE- AIDS, world
hunger and cancer.
LEADERS
MONTH- Kohl of East
Germany.
SEMESTER- David Dinkins
and F. W. de Klerk.
YEAR- George Mitchell.
DECADE- Dan Quayle (just
kidding).
I would also like to put in my
choice for ACTOR OF THE
DECADE- Ronald Reagan.
Who else? Besides he played the
greatest role an actor could por-
tray for eight years: the role of
the president of the United
States. And he was so
believeable!
I've noticed that this great
university of wealth and
knowledge is either lacking in
snow plows or that they have
just been ignoring their duties
this year.
I am absolutely appalled that
this school can expect the
students and. facuitY
workers to drive in the roads
they supposedly plOw. The
roads are full of slush, snow
and ice. I am not getting on my
bandwagon to complain, but it
is unsafe to the drivers and
pedestrians. In a state where it
snows about once a week, it is
beyond me why the roads aren't
plowed to the condition they
should be.
* * *
The Supreme Court is going
to be looking at a case this week
from Missouri, where a woman
who has been in a "vegetative"
state for almost seven years, and
her family has been refused to
stop her feeding tube. This
woman is predicted to never
come out of the state she is in.
I hope for the sake of the fami-
ly, and other people in this posi-
tion, the Court will., overturn
Missouri's decision.
Christina Koliander is a
senior journalism and French
major from Vermont.
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Response
To serve and harass zoo U. by Mark Weitzman
To the editor:
Respect for law enforcement
officials generally comes about
through fair and faithful•execu-
tion of laws and regulations en-
trusted to said officials. Such
respect is quickly declining here
at the University, and for good
reason.
• Last night three friends and
I drove to 7-11 for nachos. After
finding an ever-elusive parking
space in front of Sigma Nu, we
proceeded to walk to our
residence hall (Hart). Two of
our party ran ahead and hid
around the corner of Wells to
surprise us. As we approached
a University police officer
demanded:
"Where are you going?"
"Home" we said, pointing at
Hart.
"Quit playing games, where
do you live?"
"Hart" we said.
"Well get there!"
He then proceeded to stare uK
into the dorm.
I am not aware of any cam-
pus wide curfew. When I am
not causing a disturbance or
breaking the law, it is my right
to walk freely around the
y ni ver s it y that I pay so much
to attend. This is not a police
state, and I resent being confin-
ed to my residence hall.
Alarmingly, I have been
made aware of several similar
experiences by my friends, but
those are not my stories to tell.
Still they are very disturbing to
Earlier in the year a police of-
ficer threatened to confiscate
Policies must
To 
P
editor:
changed
I have read many complaints
about different aspects of the
university, and found none ap-
pealed to me. An event recently
took place within my Dorm
(Residence Hall) that had an ef-
fect on all those within it. The
unequivocable firing of an RA.
The problem the entire
university has is between not
just what is said, but what is
done. The policies are carried
out with dogmatism and lack of
tact unbecoming of a large
university.
Although I was fortunate to
have had minimal problems, the
RA wasn't as lucky. From what
I understand the RA's duty far
exceeded the on-call status while
in the dorm, and extended while
he was outside the "residence
hall" as if to assume he had no
other obligations in life.
The University of Maine is
not the end all, and be all of our
existance. The RA should not
be committed to the residence
hall as if this were so. Policy
must have flexibility for all
people.
When a petition went around
the dorm to show support for
the RA from the students, the
Assistant Director of Residen-
cial Life was disinterested in the
student input.
The problem is a lack of flex-
ibility in policy where policy
stands. While in other corners
policy headway has begun to
make a small difference on
campus. But if there is no
outlet for entertainment of
many varities on campus,
shouldn't the Residence halls
have more flexibility? If there is
little activity on campus why are
having cars at this university
such a hassle? It is a policy
designed for only administra-
tion benefits.
The Problems in the policy
occurs for everyone oil the cam-
pus and come and go on a dai-
ly basis. The problems within
the dorm will continue with the
RD's hardline policies, but the
real problems have only begun
for an RA thrown out for a lack
of compassion and understan-
ding. The policy cannot go on
as stands, revisions must be
made.
Caroline Levini
Roland W. Charles ill
Stodder Hall
Join in recycling
iy stereo speakers. It was
before quiet hours, but admit-
tedly too loud. The officer
knocked on the door and told
me to turn it down. I did, but
apparently not enough. He then
beat on my door with his billy
club and told me to turn it
down or he would confiscate
my speakers.
I complied by turning the
knob from three to a setting of
one. There were only two of us
in the room, there was no par-
ty. Confiscation of property is
not an appropriate response to
a loud stereo. Had I bludgeon-
ed someone to death with lily
stereo equipment, of course,\
would be a different story.
Write me up if I break the
rules, but I resent being
threatened with bogus punative
measures. "To serve and pro-
tect" should be amended to
"serve, protect and harass".
Darin Brunstad
Hart Hall
Watch this.
Abortion won't stop
To the editor:
To the editor:
The Campus Recycling In-
itiative would like to extend
sincere thanks to all of the peo-
ple who made our Recycling
Promotion Week a success. This
includes those of you who at-
tended our seminar series lec-
tures, stopped to help sort trash
out in front of the Union, pur-
chased t-shirts, or just stopped
by our table in the Union to
talk.
Although the promotion
week is over, the issue certainly
is not. The waste crisis our state,
as well as out country, faces
right now calls for education as
well as action. Education is the
Campus Recycling Initiative's
'primary goal. More specifical-
ly: What can be done on this
campus in regards to recycling?
The reality is that a woman
wishing or needing to terminate
a pregnancy will find the means
to do so. Whether or not out
society is willing to provide safe,
effective medical aid and alter-
natives to abortion is a point
worthy of serious consideration,
not one of ceaseless
incrimination.
Agreeably, the reality of
abortion stems partly from the
lack of practicing safe sex as
well as the. laciLot.abstinence
from sex. Tax dollars have been
wisely spent in developing agen-
cies which educate both-men
and women in the ways to pre:.,
vent unwanted pregnancies.
More importantly, these institu-
tions discuss with women the
alternatives to having an
abortion.
The idea of sex for the sole
purpose of pro-creation was not
dissolved by the actions of pro-
choice supporters. Rather,
physical and emotional pleasure
How can it be done? What are
the implications of doing it or
not doing it?
We hold our meetings on
Thursdays at 6:00 PM, in 202
Winslow. We invite anyone to
attend to get involved, or just
find out more on who we are,
and what we are about. Again,
Thank you for your stipport.
Campus Recycling Initiative
from sexual intercourse is an
aspect of human nature
established centuries before the
heated debate of abortion came
to the forefront of the public
eye.
There is truth in the belief
that our society in general has
become habituated to abortion,
as well as murder, rape, suicide
and environmental destruction.
The list of realistic events and
experiences in our culture is
quite long.
The challenge to us, the peo-
-pie, is to come ton tincterttan-
ding of these realities andlieal
with them in a positive manner.
The alternative is to continue to
satisfy our egos by proclaiming
the piety and virtuosity of our
actions while turning our backs
to the wall of realities.
Shall we continue to write
editorials which display the un-
willingness of individuals to be
involved in dealing with the
realities of our present society?
On the other hand, is it possi-
ble for us as members of local
communities and society as a
whole to propose evective,
workable means to seek answers
to our problems?
It is far easier to point the
finger of accusation than it is to
open the arms of compassion
and .understanding. When we,____ 
do point the finger, remember
that there are always three of
our own fingers pointing back.
Todd W. McKinley
Old Town
WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters to
the editor and commentaries from members of the
university community. Letters should be 300 words
or less, and commentaries about 450 words.
Letters which are hard to read, unsigned, or
without an address and phone number, will not be
published.
Submissions which excessively exceed the recom-
mended length will also not be printed without
special arrangements being made with the editor.
Anonymous letters are welcome but will not be
printed without a speciai arrangement with the
editor.
The Daily Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length, taste, and
libel.
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Sports
Hockey team faces U-Denver tonight
By Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
hockey team will try to regain its
winning ways at Alfond Arena
tonight as the Black Bears host
the University of Denver.
Boston College defeated
UMaine twice last weekend, 5-1
and 4-3. It was the first time a
Hockey East team swept the
Black Bears at Alfond since
Feb. 14-15, 1986.
Black Bear head coach
Shawn Walsh said UMaine, 11-3
overall and 4-3 in the league,
will have to make some ad-
justments for the weekend series
against the Pioneers.
"The biggest thing is for us to
improve our offensive out-
put," he said of the Black
Bears, ranked seventh in the na-
tion. "We're going to have to
shut down Denver. They have
two of the top four scorers in
the country."
The top scorers for the
Pioneers are Dave Shields and
Eric Murano, who rank third
and fourth in the nation,
respectively. Shields entered last
weekend with 15 goals and 13
assists. Murano has scored eight
goals and added 18 assists.
Shields is also the top scorer
in the WCHA, Denver's con-
ference. Murano is tied for se-
cond place.
"Denver has been inconsis-
tent," Walsh said of the
Pioneers' 7-9 record. "But They
have excellent shooters."
The Black Bears will also
have to overcome a string of in-
juries this weekend. Forwards
Mike Barkley and John
Massara and defenseman
Campbell Blair have shoulder
injuries,
Forward Brian Downey and
defenseman Christian Lalonde
have been sidelined with knee
injuries.
"We're just going to have to
play with who we have,"
Walsh said in regard to the in-
juries. "(Guy) Perron will be a
key guy for us this weekend."
He added, "The freshmen
line of (Randy) Olson, (Jean-
Yves) Roy and (Jim) Mon-
tgomery will be important. And
we'll have to continue to get
good play from (Brian)
Bellefeuille and (Kent) Salfi. "
Bellefeuille and Salfi's line
will be centered by sophomore
Steve Tepper.
(see HOCKEY page 14)
Derrick Hodge palls up for a sbo1 during a recent game.
Guy Perron gets roughed up by two Boston College hockey players during last
weekend's home stand.
photo by Doug Vanderweide
Men's hoop team
will face two Big
East challenges
By Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The Univerty of Maine
men's basketbaliteam travels to
Connecticut this weekend for
two games.
The Black Bears will face
• flier: second' straight Big East
Conference opponent when
they take on the University of
Connecticut Huskies in Storrs
on Saturday. UMaine will finish
the Connecticut trip with a,
game against Fairfield Univer-
sity on Monday.
UMaine, 1-2, just missed an
upset against Big East member,
Boston College, 84-77 in its last
outing, but will have to deal
with a much more experienced
Husky team if it wants to stay
close.
Black Bear head coach Rudy
Keeling said, "They're a more
formidable foe (than BC)
size.
use of their experience and
"It's going to be a big test for
us. "
UMaines 6'10" center Curtis
Robertson, still hindered by a
back injury, will have his hands
full matching up against
UConn's 7'1" sophomore center
Dan Cyrulik.
UConn, 5-1 prior to a game
against Hartford last night, is
led in scoring by its guards.
"They have two strong
shooting guards," Keeling
said.
Sophomore Chris Smith, a
6'5" guard, is averaging 13.6
points and 6.8 assists a game
and is a threat from the three-
point line. Junior guard John
Gwynn ScQT.ing.n.6 points_a
game and freshman forward,
Scott Burrell, a Big East All-
Rookie selection, is sinking 11
points a game and leading the
team with 7.2 rebounds.
UConn has recorded wins
over Florida State, Auburn, and
Maryland. The Huskies went to
the semifinals of the National
Invitational Tournament last
year and are predicted to finish
fourth in the competitive Big
East.
The Huskies won the last
meeting against the Black
Bears, a 68-53 decision in 1981.
UMaine is led by Dean
Smith, who is averaging 22
points per game. But the senior
will be slowed by a badly sprain-
ed toe sustained in the BC
game.
Sophomore guard Derrick
Hodge is almost tripling his
scoring production from last
year. Hodge is scoring 17 points
a game compared to 6.5 last
year.
In Monday's contest against
the Fairfield University Stags
(see HOOPS page. 15)
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Swim teams head to St. John's University
By Andrew Neff
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's and
women's' swim teams face their most im-
portant tests of the season Saturday in
an away meet against St. John's Univer-
sity of Jamaica, N.Y.
Coach Alan Switzer's men will try to
even their meet record at 2-2, while
coach Jeff Wren's women's team will
look for its third win in five meets. 
St. Johiffpresiitts a good challenge
to both UMaine teams since neither has
been able to Win a meet away from home
yet this season.
"We need to win one away from
home," said Wren. "We can't have all
of our meets at home."
Neither UMaine team will come into
the meet totally healthy, as a current out-
break of colds and flu has affected a few
swimmers.
Compounding the problem for the
WATCH OUT
FOR THIS MAN.
IT'S HIS 50TH !p
Direct from New York —
The Farewell Tour.
Ok/CdezA7/•
THE CHILDREN OF THE ORIGINAL AUDIENCES
ARE NOW COMING TO SEE OH CALCUTTA,
,..AND THEIR CHILDREN DOUBTLESS. WILL TOO
TIME '986
The World's Longest. Running
Erotic Stage Musical Comedy
Tuesday, January 30 at 8 pm
Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
Call Ticketron 1-800-382-8080
Or call the MCA Ticket Office at 381-1755
weekdays 8:30-4.30 to charge by phone.
Window open 10-3 weekdays and 11/2
hours before every event.
Orchestra $18.50 / Balcony $16.50
A presentation of
Singer Entertainment
Fat nature audiences only
UMaine women are injuries, one serious.
Sophomore freestyler Jill Abrams will be
out for the meet with a severe ankle
sprain suffered in practice Wednesday.
Two other swimmers are questionable
for Saturday's meet. Lexi Livingston
(sick) and Peggy Campbell (stiff neck)
are "day-to-day."
Both St. John's teams have par-
ticipated in six meets already. Exact meet
records were not available, but both the
men's and. women's teams have each lost
at least two meets.
The sophomores and seniors will play
a big part in how well the UMaine men
do against the Redmen.
Seniors Tom Sawyer (freestyle, in-
dividual medley), Russ Verby (freestyle,
backstroke) and Steve Rolfe (freestyle)
head a talented group of upperclassmen
who should score a lot of points.
Sophomore wonders Jeff Lynn
(freestyle and butterfly) and Rick Keene
(one- and three- meter diving) should
also pick up a few points. Both Lynn and
Keene took two first-place finishes last
week.
Other top swimmers for the men in-
clude junior Bob Leonard and freshmen
Aaron Rog, Nick Voikos and Jonathan
Moody. Rog and Voikos each won firsts
last week against Vermont.
The UMaine women will be led by
senior captain Dana Billington
(freestyle); juniors Noreen Solakoff (but-
terfly and backstroke), Natalie Zdenek
(freestyle) and Stephanie Taylor
(freestyle, butterfly); and sophomore
Jennifer Boucher (breaststroke).
Freshman Bobbi Wilson (freestyle,
butterfly) took a first- and third-place
finish last week. Freshman diver
Michelle Giroux finished first and se-
cond in both dives last weekend.
"We'll have to win the sprint freestyle
events to be able to win this meet,"
Wren said.
Both teams should have their work cut
out for them Saturday. The St. John's
teams have swam a tough schedule
already, including meets against
Villanova, Providence and Syracuse.
The men's meet begins at 10 a.m.
while the women's meet starts at 1 p.m.
Both meets are at St. John's pool.
REWARD
for reading The Daily--
Maine Campus.
You'll be the brightest
kid on the block if you
read the Campus from
cover to cover.
j
Which college sport
in this picture
runs on batteries?
alqmiod 8808 yoduadns ,swaisXs mea qquaz :Jamsuv
The Zenith SupersPort 81188 battery-powered portable.
--The sPon that goes everywhere you do. Without any strings
(or plug in cords) attached
On the plane, in a boat, on the slopes, on the beach, at the library,
on the golf course, at the cafc, on the tra:n...you name it. Up to 5
hours of battery life on the dual drive model. Or snap off the
hattety and plug your computer into the wall.
Several portable models arc available ranging in speed, hard drive
capacity and price. Students, Faculty and Staff receive large
discounts. Students, ask about our new loan program!
0,sonnt sooNnal• Noc,ob., Ir.n.ors • potheno n,o.,•on ,r_rn,aron nno wnnelems .• .ncludee
O. Nod 1. nee. D. SAMMY ..Inerfa MO.
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O,1 Oa.. rw• uo• ph. MVP• ("WNW., or ...AM n any V.*.
rwnn Pf nos sulyen,
I Am
For more information on Zerlith:s full line of
computers. from laptops to desktops contact:
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHOLES HALL UM
581 2519
475i
  1-
data
systems
The world's #1 selling PC compatibles.
Get the best for less.
1589 Zen41 Dela SY•ffl.".
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UMaine track team opens
home season versus UNH
Young UMaine squad is strongest in field events
the University of Maine men's indoor
track team opens its home schedule with
a dual meet against the University of
New Hampshire on Saturday.
The meet begins at 1:30 p.m. in the
field house.
UMaine head coach Jim Ballinger
said, "I would favor (UNH) a bit
because they have a lot of returning peo-
ple that are real good."
Ballinger said one-third of his tear.n is
freshmen.
The Wildcats, who placed second in
the New England outdoor champion-
ships, have 24 lettermen returning.
Co-captains Gary Gustayson and
Randy Hall will lead the way for UNH.
Gustayson will compete in the triple
jump and long sprints while Hall will
run the long distances.
The Black Bears will depend on Chris
Metcalfe, Jeff Young, Jamie LaChance
and Kevin Way in the long distance races.
UMaine's strength is in the field
events, especially the shot put and
35-pound weight competitions. In the
Brown Invitational, a non-scoring meet
last weekend, UMaine took three places
in the shot put.
Jim St. Pierre won the event putting
the shot 49'41/2". Marty Butler placed
third and Chris Cray was fifth.
Mike Woodhead placed fourth in the
35-lb weight event at that meet.
Junior Barney Barromeo will match
up with UMaine football standout Carl
Smith and Dennis Walton.
In the middle distance races UNH has
experience and depth. Senior Ryan
Landvoy and sophomore Jim Gebhardt
will be Wildcats to watch.
Ballinger is hoping for strong perfor-
mances from Mike Proctor and Mark
Holmes in the middle distance races.
"I think it will be a meet down to the
wire if the middle distance runners can
hold their own," Ballinger said.
Other Black Bears to watch in their
first scoring meet of the indoor season,
are Thayer Redman and John Gill in the
pentathalon and Eric Smith and Steve
Trefethen in the high jump.
The University of Maine women's basketball game at Southeastern Loui-
siana, scheduled for Thursday night, was postponed because of a leak inthe ceiling at the Lady Lions' home court. The game has been rescheduledfor today at 2 p.m. UMaine will play the University of New Orleans Satur-day as scheduled.
IT'S SNOW
WONDER
A REAL SKI SALE!
FRIDAY, DEC. 8; SATURDAY, DEC. 9; SUNDAY, DEC. 10
LAST CHANCE AT B 4' WHOLESALE PRICES!
Novice
Downhill
$109
ydboots
-Intermediate 1 Advanced
Package ,ls, Downhill
t.-, .,/" 7-,,.ti $149"
$15995
. 
,463.' -
_
-Intermediate
Packa ge
$19995
CROSS-COUNTRY PACKAGES STARTING AT $59
Similar savings on clothing & accessories
Hurry/ Supplies ere limited-first coma first served
FREE CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS
,
BOTH LOCATIONS!
CHINA, ME BANGOR, MEoff rt. 3 between 4 Union St.Augusta & Belfast 1:1YLCIR8S in Union Plaza(take rt. 202/9 to . (under the Joshua
rt.137) SPORTINu Chamberlain bridge)GOODS
next to Legends
968-2138 942-9248
We Won't Be Undersold.. 
.Period!!
•Hockey
Senior Scott King will start in net
tonight for the Black Bears. Junior Matt
DelGuidice is slated in goal for Satur-
day night's game.
Tonight and Saturday's game will
begin at 7 p.m.
BLACK BEAR NOTES
• Perron needs two more goals to
"Mom
UNION
BOARD
PRESENTS 
(continued from page 12)
move into 10th place all time at UMaine.
Perron peesently has 54 career goals.
• UMaine has been ranked in the top
10 nationally in the WMEB College,
Hockey Media Poll since Nov. 2, 1986.
• King obtained his 2,000th career save
last Saturday in the first period against
BC. Only King and Al Loring have
recorded over 2,000 career saves.
BOYZ !!
-Saturday, December 9
-In the Bear's Den!IIIII
BACKMPOPIILARDEMA ND 114
-9:00 p.m.
-FREE ADMISSION
-open to everyone
-cash bar w/ID
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Mistletoe is real grinch of Christmas
ORONO — The grinch should focus
on mistletoe rather than Christmas, says
Bill Livingston, University of Maine
assistant professor of forest pathology.
Livingston has nothing against kiss-
ing under mistletoe, but says one type of
the plant is posing a major threat to U.S.
evergreen trees, particularly in the West.
"Dwarf mistletoe is..causing serious
damage to this country's conifers,"
Livingston said. Mistletoe could be call-
ed a Christmas grinch all on its own
because o-f-- The damage it causes to
spruce, pine and fir, often used as
Christmas trees.
The loss is estimated at an average of
418 million cubic feet of wood fiber or
3.26 million cords of wood each
year,Livingston said. According to the
Maine Forest Service this amount of the
appropriate wood would be enough to
build 163,000 single family homes.
The traditional leafty mistletoe which
Giant
people kiss under, however, is not the
major culprit, says Livingston. All
mistletoe plants are parasites, drawing
water and sometimes nutrients from the
trees on which they live, but dwarf
mistletoe, which has no leaves, causes the
most damage because it derives almost
all its nutrition from its host, he explains.
"Leafy mistletoe can weaken trees or
limit growth but does not usually do
substantial damage because it supplies
its own nutrients through photosynthesis
- and only relies on its host for,water,"
Livingston said. Traditional mistletoe
grows in warm climates and causes its
most serious threat to trees when water
is scarce.
Dwarf mistletoe, on the other hand,
can significantly reduce productive wood
growth not only by robbing the host of
nutrients but also by stimulating abnor-
mal growth in infected areas, thus
misdirecting vital resources, Livingston
I
said. Losses in quantity and quality of
wood result from decreased tree vigor,
slower tree growth and over the course
of years, death of weakened trees.
"This parasite plagues pines and firs
in the West and spruce in the East,"
Livingston said, "with the greatest losses
being in the major western timber-
producing regions including
Washington, Oregon and California."
While the problem has received little
attention in the East, Livingston said,
"the mistletoe damage is as devastating
along the Maine coast as I've seen
anywhere out West." In Maine, dwarf
mistletoe infects large Coastal spruce
stands causing unattractive trees and an
abundance of dead wood which can lead
to fires.
"It's becOme a serious fire hazard on
some islands off the coast of Maine,"
Livingston said. In fact, fire is nature's
way of controlling the mistletoe by clear-
ing out the infected trees.
Man can eradicate the problem in
highly infected areas by clear-cutting,
while pruning and selective removal of
trees is effective in lightly or moderate-
1./, infected areas. When selectively
removing trees, Livingston said the em-
phasis is on the tallest enfected trees
because mistletoe is spread when its
sticky berries are dropped to other plants
below.
Livingston worked , on a chemical
method to control the parasite in Min-
nesota before coming to UMaine in
1985. His research shows that ethephon,
an established plant growth regulator,
can prevent the spread of mistletoe by
causing its shoots to fall off before
dispersing seeds. This is used in recrea-
tional areas or around private homes to
control mistletoe without pruning or
removal of valuable trees, but is not as
feasible for mistletoe control in large
commercial wood lots.
16bster saved from southern steamer
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — An
oversize lobster that was spirited to
Maine after escaping doom in Dixie was
stopped at the state border Thursday by
shore patrol officers, who insisted on
directing the liberation of "Lobzilla. "
The ungainly crustacean was to have
been cooked and served as a meal Not.
30 in Shucker's Oyster Bar in Charlotte,
N.C. But an animal rights group
publicized the plight of the 2I-pounder,
kicking up a wave of public sympathy.
Shucker's manager Kurt Larkins
decided to turn over the 3-foot-long
lobster, which he nicknamed "Lob-
zilla," to People for the Ethical Treat-
ment of Animals; gratis. The group
planned to drop the lobster off a pier in
Maine.
•Hoops
But even as Lobzilla was being flown
north in an ice chest, the Maine Marine
Patrol was moving into action.
Maine law bars the possession of
lobsters whose shells measure more than
5 inches from the neck to the beginning
of the tail, and officers called the group's
Washington headquarters to warn that
they would confiscate Lobzilla if it were
brought into the state.
As promised, two officers were
waiting at the Portland International
Jetport when Cam MacQueen of the
animal rights group arrived with the
lobster. Under the officers' watchful eye,
she was allowed to escort Lobzilla on his
flight to freedom and to drop it from a
pier into Portland Harbor.
"They were jugit as nice as they could
the Black Bears will have to show
patience.
"They want to make it a half court
game and slow the game down," Keel-
ing said. "They'll take 40 seconds off the
clock before they shoot. "
If Fairfield's slow-down offense
sounds similar to Villanova's game plan
when it won the national championship
in 1985, that's because it is. The Stags
(continued from page 12)
head coach, Mitch Buonaguro, was an
assistant under Rollie Massimino when
the Wildcats won it.
Fairfield is led by junior forward
Harold Brantley and senior gbard Mar-
vin Walters.
Saturday's game begins at 7:30 p.m.
and Monday's contest is scheduled for
8 p.m.
This Year,
Let the Doc
Stuff your sock!
Low priced music gifts include
-Hundreds of cassettes ' $4.99 each
-Guitar strings $4.99 and up
-Blank Cassettes $1.50 and up
-Replacement jewel boxes for CD's $.99 each
Dr. Records 20 Main St. Orono
866-7874
Now open Thurs. & Fri. night til 8:00 P.M.
Sundays 12:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. til Christmas
I.
be," MacQueen said of the officers.
MacQueen, who came up with a
Down East nickname for the lobster —
"L.L. Being" — estimated that it is 150
years old.
The lobster attracted stares and com-
ments all along the trip to Maine, said
MacQueen, who opened the ice chest for
gawkers during a stop at the
Philadelphia airport.
"Oh, he's so beautiful," said Mac-
Queen, who used a wheelchair to push
the icebox bearing a sticker that read,
"Eat beans, not beings."
"Truly majestic, incredible to look
at," she emphasized.
Spokeswoman Carol L. Burnett of the
animal-rights group said it decided to
take the lobster to Maine because of its
lobsteR-rich reputation and because of
the state's restricton on possession of
oversize lobsters. The law is aimed at
conserving the shellfish.
M1:11=1:113EZ:MX3M1131:13113
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER
HUBBARD FARMS
Brand new 2 bdr., 1% bath luxurious
townhouse apartments located within Y2
mile of campus in quiet serene setting.
Ammenities include: architecturally
designed buildings, fully aplianced
kitchens include, microwave, washer, dryer
in every unit. Spectacular lire placed
living rooms with cathedral ceilings and
french doors leading to private decks.
Large spacious rooms, quality throughout,
skylights, easily Orono's finest development.
Rents start at 700.00 a month with January's
rent free plus free cable TV hooktiireall now
for your private showing.
Maine Suburban Properties
Telephone: 884-7464
Ask For Harvard Ames
, . .
•ft
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Don't be naughty--Be nice
Make a list
and check it twice!
Then get everything on your list at the
'UNIVERSITY BOONSTORE.
We are having a sale!
10 percent off everything in the store!
Over 100 calendar varieties to choose from.
Sale starts on December 4 through December 23.
Sale does not apply to textbooks, special orders or chairs.
N 1 V F. R S
BOOKSTORE
Extended shopping hours for your convenience:
Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
